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Flag Retirement Ceremony 

(Veteran’s Day at Porter’s) 

 

 

1.  CONCEPT 

The Flag Retirement Ceremony is intended to respectfully dispose of old, unserviceable flags and provide an opportunity to display 

gratitude to the United States military and its veterans. 

 

2. SETUP 

A fire pit is stationed in a predetermined location such that a procession can be made toward it and a crowd gathered on either side.  

See Figure 2.1 for the overall setup. 

 

Figure 2.1 Overall Setup of Flag Ceremony Site 
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The cadets Fall In to two lines at a pre-determined location to one side of the Site, facing perpendicular to the Procession Lane.  It is 

herein assumed that the troop will form on the West side of the Procession Lane (opposite the side of the procession from Porter’s and 

the stage) so that the formation will turn right to enter the Procession Lane.  If it is desired that Lieutenants not in charge also join the 

procession, have them join the formation and participate in the same manner as a Cadet.  See Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 Overall Setup of Flag Ceremony Site with Formation Starting Position 
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3.  SIZING THE FORMATION 

Next, it will be necessary to size the formation to place the shorter cadets in front so they will be better able to witness the events.  To 

accomplish this, the patrol will be sized with the shortest cadets in front and the tallest in the rear.  To accomplish uniform sizing 

across ranks, and to accommodate the starting setup, cadets will also be sized with the shorter member of each rank to the left.   

 

To begin, the Lieutenant instructs the cadets to size their ranks by commanding, TROOP, IF YOU ARE SHORTER THAN THE 

CADET IN FRONT OF YOU, TAP HIM ON THE SHOULDER AND MOVE FORWARD.  Upon completion of this command, 

the shorter cadets tap the right shoulder of the cadet in front of them and move around them to the right as the taller cadet, feeling the 

tap on his shoulder, backs up around the cadet by moving to his left and back.  Then, this process repeats without further command 

until all ranks are sorted by size from the shortest in front to the tallest in back. Next, the lieutenant commands LEFT, FACE.  Now, 

the lieutenant commands, again, TROOP, IF YOU ARE SHORTER THAN THE CADET IN FRONT OF YOU, TAP HIM ON 

THE SHOULDER AND MOVE FORWARD.  The cadets again sort themselves by height, with the shorter member of each rank in 

front and the tallest in back.  The lieutenant returns the patrol to column formation by facing the patrol to the right and repeats the 

procedure.  The formation should be properly sized.  However, the procedure may be repeated, if necessary. 

 

4. MARCHING THE TROOP, PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE, FINAL POSITION 

The Lieutenant will issue commands and march alongside the troop to its left.  A well-trained cadet (perhaps the Corporal) will act as 

the Guide, with the Sergeant marching alongside the Guide, in the left column, to keep the formation in proper position.  Alternatively, 

the Sergeant can act as the Guide.  Once the formation reaches its final position, the Lieutenant will command the Flag Bearer to take 

his position opposite the pit. 

 

Due to the inherent complexity of coordinating several persons to march properly in step, especially during a turn, the following 

march may be performed At Ease, and the directions heretofore assume that will be the case. 

 

Once the troop is sized and ready to march, the Lieutenant faces the troop, comes to the position of attention, and takes command of 

the troop by commanding Troop, ATTENTION.  The troop snaps to attention as one.  The Lieutenant executes left face in order to 

face the direction of march and commands Forward, MARCH.  The formation steps forward as one, beginning on the LEFT foot, 

with the Sergeant leading and the Flag Bearer halting himself at the position of the right turn until ordered separately to process in. 

 

4.1 The Turn 

Several steps before needing to turn, the Lieutenant commands Guide, INCLINE TO THE RIGHT.  The Sergeant turns to 

the right and begins a sweeping turn to the right, allowing the formation room to turn with him.  The Sergeant should take 

care to pace himself to allow the younger, smaller cadets to keep pace in order to ensure a uniform turn of the formation.  The 

Sergeant angles the formation so that the center of the formation is centered with the Fire Pit.  The Lieutenant maintains his 

position to the left of the middle of the formation. 

 

Figure 4.1.  Marching in 
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About six paces from the center of the crowd, the Lieutenant commands, Troop, HALT.  The Lieutenant faces Left, marches 

a couple of paces away from the formation, halts, and faces about to once again face the formation.  The Lieutenant then 

commands Troop,  EXTEND FORMATION THREE STEPS, MARCH.  The two columns take three sidesteps away 

from each other and halt, maintaining alignment with the front cadets (Sergeant on the left and a well-trained young cadet on 

the right).  The Lieutenant then turns the formation to face the center, where the Flag Bearer will process through, by 

commanding Center, FACE.  The two columns make the appropriate facing movement (Right or Left Face) to face each 

other. 

 

Once the Troop is facing the center, The Lieutenant commands Hand, SALUTE, Flag, POST.  The Flag Bearer processes in 

and takes his position opposite the fire pit from the formation and facing the formation.  Once the Flag passes the formation, 

the Lieutenant commands  Ready, TWO.  See Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.2.  Flag Bearer Processes. 
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Figure 4.3.  Final Position. 
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4.2. Pledge of Allegiance 

When the Flag is in position and facing the formation across the Fire Pit, the Lieutenant commands To the Flag, FACE, and 

the formation turns to face the Fire Pit and the Flag.  The Lieutenant faces to the flag and commands Hand, SALUTE, and 

the Pledge of Allegiance is recited, led by the MC. When the Pledge is finished, the Lieutenant commands Ready, TWO.  

 

 

5. Retiring the Flag 

Once the formation is extended, the Flag posted, the Pledge recited, and the columns facing the Flag and standing at the position of 

Attention, the Lieutenant commands, RETIRE THE FLAG.  Veteran volunteers respectfully carry their pieces of the retired flags to 

the fire pit, place the pieces into the fire, come to attention, salute, then move aside. 

 

6. Conclusion 
When the last veteran participant finishes placing his flag remnant, the Lieutenant commands Center, FACE.  The formation again 

faces the center.  The Lieutenant commands Flag, POST, Hand, SALUTE, and the Flag Bearer marches back through the center of 

the formation and halts two paces past the formation.  As the Flag passes through the formation and halts, the Lieutenant commands 

To the Flag, FACE, and the formation faces toward the Flag. Then, the Lieutenant commands Close Formation, MARCH, and the 

columns return to normal interval by taking three sidesteps toward each other, while the Lieutenant resumes his position closer to the 

formation.  The Lieutenant executes Right Face to face the direction of march.  Once the formation is in place, the Lieutenant marches 

the formation out using the same commands as for marching in, except using INCLINE TO THE LEFT instead of to the Right.  The 

Lieutenant Halts the formation just beyond the Crowd and orders the formation AT EASE for debriefing or DISMISSED, as desired.  

See Figure 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.1.  Formation for marching out. 
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